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FOREWORD 

learning to puy the violoncello at a high level requires discipline, perseverance 
and regul.tr dUly p~""tice in order to develop technical proficiency and to nunure 
one's music.tl ide.lS. 

The~ is a great deal of literature on the cello but none of it is as 
comprehensive as Halin.l Ostojska • Rubczak's book. She has thoroughly 
researched the ~lopment of cello playing and carefully selected the most 
reb"Mlt technial and musical aspects for inclusion in her book. This book is a 
goIdmine of imporunt information not just for cellists but also for any musicians 
who are interested in the development of string playing. 

Alter re-.1ding her book I gained a much deeper understanding of string 
playing and I am grateful to Halina Ostojska • Rubczak for allowing me to read 
her book before publication. 

I would strongly recommend to anyone who has an interest in string 
playing that they read this book. 

Prof. Dr. Josef Aronoff 21 November 2005 
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